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Gabriel Allon, art restorer and spy, is about to face the greatest challenge of his life.Allon is

recovering from his grueling showdown with a Palestinian master terrorist, when terrorism comes to

find him once again. An al-Qaeda suspect is killed in London, and photographs are found on his

computerâ€”photographs that lead Israeli intelligence to suspect that al-Qaeda is planning one of its

most audacious attacks ever, straight at the heart of the Vatican.Allon warns his old friend

Monsignor Luigi Donati, the popeâ€™s private secretary, and rushes to Rome to assist in security,

but what neither he nor Donati knows is that the Vatican has been thoroughly penetrated. An

extraordinary enemy walks among themâ€¦and heâ€™s just getting started.In the days and weeks to

come, Allon and his colleagues will find themselves in a deadly duel of wits against one of the most

dangerous men in the worldâ€”a hunt that will take them across Europe to the Caribbean and back.

But for them, there may simply not be enough of anything: enough time, enough facts, enough

luck.All Allon can do is set his trapâ€”and hope that he is not the one caught in it. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Daniel Silva's series of thrillers featuring Israeli assassin/world-class Renaissance painting restorer

Gabriel Allon continues to amaze. Now into his sixth book, Allon is starting to leave behind more

pedestrian thriller-heroes and join the ranks of the elite (such as Lee Child's fantastic anti-hero, Jack

Reacher).Allon, who at the behest of Golda Meir once killed six of the members of Black September

who led the attack at the Munich Olympics, is aging. His mentor, Shamron, is sick. The Prime



Minister wants to replace Shamron with Allon, which would mean that Allon's field days are

over.This is a logical step for Allon, who is indeed getting on in years. But since it would be the

death of the series, Silva creates a meaningful reason for Allon to keep Allon in the field - a terrorist

attack in the heart of the Vatican that nearly kills the Pope. Remember, this is a Pope whose life

Allon has saved, and Allon is in the Vatican at the time of the attack. As a result, Allon gets

personally involved in tracking down the terrorists responsible.This leads to an in-depth examination

of what Silva terms as "Jihad, Inc." One of Saudi Arabia's richest men heads a global empire of high

finance and terrorism. With an army of lawyers and well-funded academics (not to mention soldiers),

the Saudi billionaire Zizi funds terrorist operations as he and his family sail the seven seas in the

finest luxury. Allon decides that he must get an agent inside Jihad, Inc.To that end, he recruits

Sarah, a perfect American candidate. Sarah's training is handled perfectly by Silva, as is the ruse

Allon uses to insert her into Zizi's lair - the discovery of Vincent Van Gogh's last painting.
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